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UNE-T Desk & Tables

Lotz Armor Edge™ Tops:

Lotz Armor Edge™ top is constructed of 1-1/8” thick MDF 
(medium density �berboard) core. MDF is a superior material 
for screw holding abilities exceeding 250 lbs., breaking 
strength and load tests.  The back material is phenolic which 
prevents moisture penetration to core material. High pressure 
laminate is bonded to the MDF core.  The 1/4” beveled radius 
edge is �nished using our exclusive Lotz Armor Edge™, a 
polyurea, which is extremely strong and durable.  This edge 
will not separate from the MDF core material. 

3mm PVC Edge Tops:

3mm tops are 1-1/4” thick. The core material is 1-1/8” 
thick particle bopard. The back material is phenolic 
which prevents moisture penetration to core material. 
High pressure laminate is bonded to the core. The edge 
material is 3mm PVC which is impact resistant and very 
durable. Top surface is choice of most Wilsonart matte 
finish laminates.

Legs:

The UNE-T adjustable legs are 1-1/4” square, 14-gauge 
steel tube with fully wleded 10-gauge mounting plate. 
Legs attach to desk with 16 metal-to-metal inserts and 
screws. The lower leg section is fabricated to fit into the 
upper 1-1/4” square, 14-gauge leg assembly. Desk can 
adjust from 22” to 31”; these adjustments are connected 
to the upper leg with two drilled holes and then screwed 
into the punch holes of the lower leg for positive 
contact and safety with adjustability.  The screws are M6 
Allen-head screws. Powder-coated smooth silver finish 
standard.

Leg is fitted with a non-marring adjusting glide with a 
3/8”-16 stud with a 1” travel path. 
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specif ications
Connector Bar:

1x2”14-gauge steel tube with 14-gauge mounting tabs.
Connect to legs with 1/4”x20 pan head screws.

Available Options:

• Painted metal book box 19.76”W x 11.37”D x 4.4”H
• Tote tray storage*
• 2” dual wheel casters (50mm); 2 w brake/2 wo brake 
(adjustable desks only); changes height of desk
• Backpack hook
• Data and electrical port

Shipping Class:

85

*Only avaiable on certain skus contact customer service.


